Oh Hell No.
That’s what’s been on my mind all morning. And what I mean when I say that is Oh Hell No, fear
will not have it’s way with me today. I’m not saying Oh Hell No in opposition to any man, any
person, any place or anything. As I said on Sunday, no weapon formed against me shall
prosper, beloved. There is a divine appointment that we have said yes to as a collective
consciousness. Feel your feelings. Do your process but understand feelings only last for 90
seconds. Let the wave move through you but affirm the name and nature of life as whole, as
holy.
There is a divine appointment that the country we stand upon, The United States of America,
has said yes to and perhaps now is the time. This is the wave of consciousness that will call
forward meaningful conversations that thus far we’ve had an unwillingness to have. There are
those among us that do not feel heard, do not feel seen. Don’t let a narrative about hate
predominate your thought form. You are here to be a transcendent power of and for love. All
things work together for good. Believe that.
I am thinking today of the power and practice of discipline, of the power and practice of keeping
your mind right, fasting from the negative and feasting on the affirmative. So let me bring your
attention to that which have I’ve been in practice with this week. I n a book titled “The Science of
Mind,” written by a brilliant philosopher, he writes “This tendency can be changed through
constant effort and a determined persistency of purpose.”
This tendency that the mind has to get fixated on fear can be changed through constant effort
and a determined persistency of purpose. So you can seduced right here and right now to think
that you are at the effect of the circumstances and conditions around you but understand today
is a high calling for you. You are a mighty manifestor of power. You are a beloved being of love
and truth. You are not here to be victim to a false evidence that appears real, false evidence of
separation. Do not get seduced into that one.
He goes on to say, “Collective unconscious contains a record of all human events that have
ever transpired. We are all more or less subject to this collective thought since it acts as a
powerful suggestion in the mind. The sum total of all erroneous human belief binds until the
individual mentally lifts himself up above the law of averages into the higher law of spiritual
individualism.”
You are the one that has been called. You are the one that has been called to lift up out of the
law of averages, the total sum of fear and say N
 o! Hell No! I say no to that! Love is the power
and presence that moves me. Love is the power and presence that speaks me. No thing can
come opposing that thought form and have power here. So beloved, keep your mind right this
day. Beloved, stay focused with constant effort, feasting on the affirmative and fasting from the
negative. All things work together for good. Believe that. I’ll see you Sunday morning. 10 am.
Central Standard Time. Bodhi Spiritual Center.org/livestream or in Chicago at 1012 N. Noble.

Be there to fast from the negative and feast on the affirmative. It is your divine appointment. The
time is now. You are the one.
Peace and many blessings.

